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Introduction
The purpose of this white paper is to provide an overview of Solver. With frequent,
automated cloud updates, the solution is continuously being enhanced to drive
faster, better decisions across its global customer base. For the latest information or
to discuss your specific needs, please contact your local Solver partner, visit Solver’s
web-site or email us at info@solverglobal.com.

Product Summary
Solver provides a single, cloud-based solution that automates reporting and planning
processes, and supports faster and better decisions based on key information from
across the organization’s data sources.
Key benefits that Solver provides include:
-

-

A top-rated Corporate Performance Management (CPM) solution by G2 based on
user satisfaction
Global partner channel with industry expertise to help you whenever and
wherever
Cloud software, support, and upgrades packaged into a subscription price
providing unmatched ROI over traditional CPM solutions
Built for business users to manage the entire solution without the need for
developers
Executive and management data from across the organization that is easily
accessible in ONE place with Solver’s intelligent data warehouse
Solver’s multi-tenant cloud application provides quick initiation, SOC 2
compliance, automatic software upgrades, and scalability at one’s convenience
Solver provides the power and the familiarity of cloud-connected Excel to solve
the most complex formula and layout requirements for reporting and planning
template designers
Easy-to-use, pre-built integration to Power BI, the world’s #1 visualization solution
Fast and cost effective integrations provided with Solver’s wizard-driven CSV, SQL,
and prebuilt ERP/CRM Connectors
Unlimited access to reports and dashboards from secure web portal
Hybrid cloud option provides customers with real-time cloud reporting
capabilities for their on-premise ERP system
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Company Summary
Solver, Inc. is redefining the category of cloud-based reporting and planning. The
Solver solution is built to enable faster and better business decisions across the
entire organization. Solver combines financial and other key data into a single tool,
powered by the most flexible report and planning form designer on the market.
Organizations use this solution to automate and streamline financial and
operational reports, consolidations, and budgeting and forecasting processes.
Solver empowers users with complete insight that drives intelligent decisions and
competitive advantages. Headquartered in the United States, Solver, Inc. has more
than a dozen offices and hundreds of partners globally that provide local and
industry expertise. To learn more, visit www.solverglobal.com.
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PS02 – Executive Dashboard
This is an example of a summary dashboard to make it easy for executives in
professional services organizations to take the ”pulse” on the business. It combines
high level revenue and profit information with operational data such as project
pipeline and top and bottom clients.
In this sample dashboard, the following information is included:
Actual vs Budgeted Revenues - comparison
Top 5 Expenses – Actual vs Budget
Project Pipeline – High & Low Estimates
Top 10 Client Projects (Billing)
Revenue Trend
Expenses Trend
Project Pipeline – Trend
Bottom 10C Client Projects (Billing)
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PS08 – Service Revenue Estimates
This dashboard example focuses on Service Revenues, both from a client perspective
and from a trend standpoint. The following information is included:
YTD Revenue Estimate by Client – ranked
Project Pipeline – High & Low Estimates
Project Pipeline - Trend
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PS09 – Project Revenues & Expenses
This dashboard example focuses on sales performance from a sales manager
standpoint. The Sales Manager table in the top left corner can also be used as a filter
and when a person is selected from the list, several of the other components in the
dashboard will then automatically filter on that person.
The following information is included:
Project Billing – click on Period to filter all other dashboard components to just
that month
Project Pipeline – High & Low Estimates
Billable vs Non-Billable hours
Reimbursable Expenses
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PS10 – Project Status
This is an example of a Project Status-focused dashboard to help project managers
analyze the ”health” of current projects.
The following information is included:
Overall Status across all Projects – drill to Project Manager (PM)
Red Status Projects (projects at risk) by Client – drill to Project Manager
Yellow Status Projects by Client – drill to Project Manager
Project Detail table – with detailed metrics and comments by Project
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PS11 – Project Manager Dashboard
This dashboard example helps analyze the performance of Project Managers (PM).
The filter in the top right corner allows the user to select the group managers to
review by Job Title (such as ’Project Manager’) to review. By clicking on a person in
the top left chart, all the rest of the dashboard will display the metrics for that person.
The following information is included:
Project Billing – Trend
Individual PM Utilization vs Average
Billable vs Non Billable Hours
Non-reimbursable Expenses vs Average
Project Status
Reimbursable Expenses
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PS12 – Consultant Dashboard
This dashboard example helps analyze the performance of individual
Consultants/Professionals. The filter in the top right corner allows the user to select
the consultant to review.
The following information is included:
Project Billing – Trend
Individual PM Utilization vs Average
Billable vs Non Billable Hours
Non-reimbursable Expenses vs Average
Project Status
Reimbursable Expenses
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PS20 – Client Estimate Form
This is an input form to enter project estimates for clients. It is an example of Solver’s
web-based input form capability (also used for budgets and forecasts).
Note 1: The form would only be used by organizations that don’t have a good solution
in place for project estimates.
Note 2: You can design virtually any input form you want in Solver, depending on your
data collection needs.
In the portion of the form that is visible in the screenshot below, the yellow cells are
for input:
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PS22 – Consulting Forecast/Budget by Project
This is an example of a completely customizable, web-based Solver input form. In this
example, the input form is used to enter (or it could be budgets) Forecasted hours by
week by consultant by client.
Yellow cells shows where data entry is allowed.
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PS26 – Forecast Report by Project by PM
This report has three tabs, and once you have selected your project manager or
managers, as well as the first week of forecast and the year, a report will generate
that gives you:
An overview of multi tabs will show at the bottom tabs of project managers
selected
Title of related clients and the date in the report
Finalized projects and projects on hold
You get detailed view of that week’s logged hours and a total in the far right
column and at the bottom
Below the report is a summary of all the above detailed information
You will also get a grouping button that will show you the details of each
consultant attached to that project and the hours logged with totals
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PS30 – Time and Expense
This report example provides a Time & Expense summary by client. If multiple clients
are selected, the report will dynamically replicate and give one report per client (see
tabs at bottom of screenshot).
The report is web-based, so clients and project managers alike can log in and run the
report whenever they need it. Like all Solver reports, it can also be automatically
distributed by email.
The report includes detail of services provided per consultant as well as projectrelated expenses per consultant.
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PS32 – Weekly Billing Summary
This Solver report example is really three reports in one (see tabs at bottom of
screenshots). The purpose is to provide managers and consultants with a complete
overview of activities performed in the past week, including:
Hours, billable amount and % utilization by consultant – for the week, the
month, year-to-date and prior year
Billing by consultant - Monthly trend showing each month up to the current
period that the report was run for
Utilization overview
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PS34 – Weekly Project Status Report
This report example shows a weekly status per client, including commentary from
the project manager and red and yellow alert colors for projects that may need
attention.
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